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I. Introduction
HE interest in micro air vehicles (MAVs) has increased in the last decades, accompanied by the technological advance demanded for their development. Such vehicles can nowadays perform a wide number of tasks, fulfilling 1 A similar version of this paper, made in co-authorship with Prof. J.M.M. Sousa, has been accepted for oral presentation in the 51 st AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting to be held on 7-10 January 2013 in Grapevine, Texas, United States of America. T intelligence, reconnaissance, target acquisition and designation functions, possibly replacing humans in harsh, hostile environments. However, due to the small size and low velocities of MAVs, they operate in the low Reynolds number regime (Re < 200,000), which, compared to the high Reynolds number range, has not its aerodynamics well established yet. Hence, conventional (i.e. high Re) aerodynamic solutions may not work as expected [1] . Laminar separation and early aerodynamic stall plague the flight in the low-Reynolds-number regime, thus motivating an inescapable need for passive or active flow management.
It has been claimed that many lessons can be learned from nature and biomimetics may indeed hold the key to breakthrough improvements in a variety of fields, namely in aerodynamics. For example, observations of the hunting techniques of humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) have shown that they are able of performing acrobatic maneuvers and tight curves [2] . It was subsequently suggested that the scalloped leading edge of their pectoral flippers was somehow improving their hydrodynamic performance [3] . Further studies have confirmed that the use of this idea for the modification of the leading edge to a sinusoidal shape allowed to prevent the abrupt fall in lift at stall, thus presenting a more gradual decrease of lift instead [4] [5] [6] [7] . Other studies report that such modification was able to delay the occurrence of stall as well [8] . The resulting aerodynamic behavior was suggested to be caused by the vortices created by the sinusoidal leading edge, which, acting as wing fences, prevent spanwise motions and the spread of separated flow regions [6, [9] [10] . In addition, the energizing influence of these streamwise vortices in the aft portion of the wing [3, 6, 9] makes it a promising solution for passive stall control at low Reynolds numbers.
The majority of the studies on this subject published to date consist in experimental investigations of infinite wing configurations operating at moderate Reynolds numbers. Only very few studies have analyzed the application of this bio-inspired technique to finite wings operating at low Reynolds numbers. However, before embarking in detailed analyses of low-aspect-ratio wings, it is important to understand better the flow mechanisms associated to the vortical structures generated by the sinusoidal leading edge in the absence of wing tip effects. The currently accepted explanation is that the formation of the streamwise vortices takes place in the protuberances, analogously to those of a delta-wing [5] . In the present paper we propose the use of detached eddy simulations (DES) to firstly investigate an infinite wing configuration. It will be shown that the DES was able to catch a number of features experimentally documented in previous work. Secondly, and envisaging a future application to MAVs, the extension to a finite wing configuration is presented and validated against recent experimental data. We finalize by suggesting an alternative description for the mechanism of formation of the streamwise vortices.
II. Numerical Methodology
A. Wing Models
The models were originally constructed using the CAD software Solidworks, based on a prescribed wing section.
The airfoil NASA LS(1)-0417 was chosen for this purpose because it is characterized by a large leading edge radius, thus resulting in a more predictable stall [11] . Moreover, despite the fact that the use of thick airfoils is discouraged at low Reynolds numbers, the larger space available for payload in the enclosed volume may present an advantage over the usual thin profiles for MAV applications [7] . In order to generate the sinusoidal leading edge, the reference wing section had to be modified without distorting the trailing region. It was decided that the original airfoil should correspond to zero amplitude points in the sinus wave. Hence, the profiles located at smaller chord zones than the reference (valleys) have larger leading edge radii and the profiles corresponding to maximum amplitude zones, displaying larger chords (peaks), are relatively thinner than the reference geometry and have a smaller leading edge radius. The mean chord of all the models used in the present study was kept constant. The amplitude and the wavelength of the sinus wave were fixed to 0.12c and 0.5c, respectively [6, 7] . Table 1 summarizes the variations considered for infinite wing simulations, corresponding model B to the clean (baseline) geometry and models S1 to S3 to sinusoidal geometries with different numerical aspect ratios and distinct locations of the peak/valley zones.
Model S3 was later used for finite wing simulations as well, using square wing tips. As a result, the wing ends abruptly but this option has the advantage of avoiding the addition of extra variables to the design of the models. 
B. Computational Meshes
A C-topology was selected to generate the computational meshes around the models used in infinite wing simulations. The farfield boundary was set at a distance of 20c in all non-spanwise directions. In these simulations a periodicity condition was imposed at the spanwise face boundaries of the computational domain. No-slip conditions were applied along the wall surfaces of the wing. Aiming to properly resolve the wall boundary layers, mesh nodes were clustered near wing surfaces using a geometric expansion. Finally, as the flow remained incompressible in all studied cases, a simple open boundary condition was used at the outflow section. Depending on the model specified in Table 1 , the total number of mesh nodes varied from about 2 million (model B) to 8 million (models S2 and S3).
The computational mesh for finite wing simulations was generated around the S3 model employing a C-Htopology instead. In this case, the periodic boundaries were replaced by additional farfield boundaries. A geometric expansion was again used, now along the spanwise direction also, in order to cluster mesh nodes in the vicinity of the wing tips. As a consequence of the augmented size of the computational domain, the total number of mesh nodes had to be increased to about 10 million.
C. Numerical Simulations
Taking into account the geometry of the models and the selected Reynolds number, LES (Detached Eddy Simulation) and DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation) were deemed too computationally expensive and, therefore, were discarded. We chose DES (Detached Eddy Simulation) over unsteady RANS (Reynolds Averaged NavierStokes) as DES is known to perform better when massive separations occur [12] , which is expected to arise for the models operating at high angles of attack. DES is a hybrid between LES and RANS, as it uses the latter to resolve the boundary layer. For this purpose, the selected turbulence model was the SST k-ω [13] . The reason is twofold:
firstly, because this modeling procedure can be coupled with transition prediction via a transport equation for intermittency; secondly, because of the superior performance of this model at reducing the mesh influence of the DES limiter in the RANS boundary layer [12] .
The numerical procedure used a SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations) pressurevelocity coupling and a second-order accurate spatial discretization for the pressure. The QUICK (Quadratic Upwind Interpolation for Convective Kinematics) scheme was used in the discretization of momentum and turbulence equations [14] . However, the time integration was performed employing a second-order accurate implicit scheme to alleviate numerical stability restrictions. The time step used was 0.0025 s in all simulations. The model chord and the freestream velocity were fixed to 0.25 m and 9.35 m/s, respectively. This corresponded to a Reynolds number Re of 160,000, within the typical range of operation of MAVs. In a large number of cases the simulations had to be carried out for longer than 40 s in order to reach a stable (unsteady) behavior unaffected by initial transients.
III. Results and Discussion
A. Infinite Wing Simulations
The analysis of the effect of the use of the sinusoidal leading edge at low Reynolds number was initially carried out based on its impact in lift and drag coefficients, C L and C D , with respect to the reference geometry. Figure 1a shows the evolution of C L for increasing values of the angle of attack for models B and S1. It can be seen that the reference wing stalls at angles of attack larger than 16 degrees. This is confirmed by the steep jump observed in C D past that incidence value, as shown in Figure 1b . In contradistinction, model S1 does not seem to stall up to an angle Results of the simulations carried out for model S2 were also included (symbols only) for selected angles of attack. The use of a larger numerical aspect ratio in the simulations seemed to produce only a negligible effect on the calculated values of C L and C D . However, model S2 was required in order to be able of reproducing the bi-periodic flow pattern reported in infinite wing experiments at moderate to high angles of attack [6] . 
B. Finite Wing Simulations
Model S3 was considered in the previous section (results not shown) simply as an intermediate step to be taken before extending the present simulations to a low-aspect-ratio finite wing. This was required in order to ensure the reproduction of published experiments [7] . Simulations have been made at this stage for a unity aspect ratio only. In the aforementioned work it was shown that best results were obtained for an aspect ratio of 1.5. However, in the present work we have focused on the analysis of the numerical aspects of the simulations and on the physical mechanisms resulting from the use of a sinusoidal leading edge at low Reynolds number. Similarly to the procedure previously followed for infinite wing simulations, instantaneous representations of the flow field have been produced for the finite wing as well. Figure 6 depicts how the basic topology of the flow changes as the angle of attack is increased. The main difference with respect to the previously discussed infinite wing simulations is the obvious appearance of the tip vortices. However, for a unity aspect ratio, these vortices allow the formation of only one of the streamwise vortical structures emanating from the valley at the sinusoidal leading edge. Strong unsteadiness is still observed in these structures at moderate (Fig. 6b) to high (Fig. 6c) incidences. The presence of the tip vortices also seems to enhance the organization of the flow structures in the centerline region, which strongly resemble a train of hairpin vortices. An explanation for this is proposed as follows: the low pressure at the valley produces an upwards stream characterized by high local velocities; this stream subsequently encounters the freestream crossflow on the upper side of the wing; the local flow may be approximated to a jet in crossflow, thus yielding the widely known formation of a train of hairpin-like vortices along the main flow direction.
IV. Conclusion
The use of a sinusoidal leading edge for passive stall control at low Reynolds number has been investigated numerically with detached eddy simulations. Both infinite wing and a unity aspect ratio finite wing have been considered. The geometrical characteristics of the sinus wave were kept constant in this study, corresponding to an amplitude and wavelength of 0.12c and 0.5c, respectively.
Lift and drag characteristics of the modified geometry have been compared with those of the baseline, for an infinite wing. Delay of aerodynamic stall was achieved at the expense of a lift reduction at low incidences and a significant drag penalty at angles of attack smaller than the stall angle of the baseline. Drag polars obtained from the present simulations and previous experiments have also been compared for the finite wing. The flow topology was studied in detail through the visualization of instantaneous vortical structures. Special features of these streamwise structures have been identified and discussed with reference to published experiments.
